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Abstract. Multi-component integrable generalizations of the Fokas-Lenells equation, associated
with each irreducible Hermitian symmetric space are formulated. Description of the underlying struc-
tures associated to the integrability, such as the Lax representation and the bi-Hamiltonian formulation
of the equations is provided. Two reductions are considered as well, one of which leads to a nonlocal
integrable model. Examples with Hermitian symmetric spaces of all classical series of types A.III,
BD.I, C.I and D.III are presented in details, as well as possibilities for further reductions in a general
form.
Key words: Bi-Hamiltonian integrable systems, Derivative nonlinear Schrödinger equation, Nonlocal
integrable equations, Simple Lie algebra, A.III symmetric space, BD.I symmetric space, C.I symmetric
space, D.III symmetric space
1 Introduction
The Fokas-Lenells (FL) equation introduced in [9] and studied further in [38, 39, 40] has been
at the center of a considerable amount of research in the recent years. The FL equation bears
a resemblance to the well-known integrable Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation (NLS) [8, 26] and
the Derivative NLS (DNLS or DNLS I) [35, 22, 11] as well as DNLS II [7] and DNLS III [20, 21]
equations. It shares some features with other integrable equations in non-evolutional form such
as the Camassa-Holm (CH) equation3 such as negative powers of the spectral parameter in the
M-operator in the Lax representation, i.e. related to the “negative” flows of the corresponding
hierarchy of integrable equations. The interest to the equations from the “negative” flows is
to a big extent related to the variety and complexity of their solutions, [38, 40, 42, 43, 6, 34,
31]. Multi-component generalizations of the FL equation have appeared recently in numerous
studies like [14, 15, 29, 31, 41, 50, 51, 52, 53, 44] and this naturally leads to the need of their
classification from the viewpoint of the simple Lie algebras, the associated symmetric spaces
and their reductions. The other multi-component integrable equations in a non-evolutionary
form include for example the massive Thirring-like model, whose integrability was shown by
Kuznetsov and Mikhailov [37]; its multicomponent extensions were proposed in [48].
1E-mail: gerjikov@inrne.bas.bg
2E-mail: rossen.ivanov@tudublin.ie
3The CH equation was found after its derivation as a shallow water equation in [6] to fit into a class of
integrable equations derived previously by using hereditary symmetries in [10, 13].
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Here we study generalizations of the FL equation with possible reductions by considering
integrable systems associated to some simple Lie algebra g over the complex numbers and their
Hermitian symmetric spaces. The structure of a symmetric space is determined by an involutive
automorphism of the Lie algebra g, known as Cartan involution. There is a decomposition of
the Lie algebra
g = g(0) ⊕ g(1) ,
where g(0) is a subalgebra, invariant under the Cartan involution, and g(1) is a complementary
subspace on which the Cartan involution has an eigenvalue −1. The orthogonality between g(0)
and g(1) is with respect to the Killing form of g.
The classification of the symmetric spaces of the simple Lie groups is provided in the classic
monograph [32]. The Hermitian symmetric spaces form a special subclass and their classification
could also be found in [32]. Due to the Lie-algebraic nature of this splitting, the Hamiltonian
variables of these equations separate into sets taking values in either g(0) or g(1). Moreover,
by restricting the Hamiltonian to depend only on the variables in the space g(1), the arising
integrable nonlinear equations can be written in terms of variables taking values in a symmetric
space.
Integrable systems on symmetric spaces of finite dimensional Lie algebras have been studied
considerably in the literature, see [12, 4, 11, 16, 17, 19, 3].
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we provide some preliminary facts from
the theory of the simple Lie algebras and Hermitian symmetric spaces, which are necessary to
introduce the relevant Lax representations. In Section 3 we derive the generalized equations by
using Lax operators with values in an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space. Two straightfor-
ward reductions are given as well, one of them leads to a nonlocal nonlinear integrable equation,
which in addition depends on the reflected independent variables (−x,−t). The reductions are
closely related to the discrete symmetries of the equations, including symmetries involving space
and time reflections [45, 49, 18, 30, 28]. The Hamiltonian structures are discussed in section
4. Four examples for specific choices of a symmetric space are given in Section 5. Section 6
contains some additional types of reductions reductions of these Fokas-Lennells equations. The
last Section 7 contains conclusions and discussions.
2 Preliminaries
We assume that the readers are familiar with the theory of simple Lie algebras and with the
basics of differential geometry.
2.1 Simple Lie algebras and Cartan-Weyl generators
Let g be simple Lie algebra and let ∆ be its root system. Here we fix up the notations and the
normalization conditions for the Cartan-Weyl generators of g. The commutation relations are
given by [5, 27]:
[Hek , Eα] = (α, ek)Eα,







Nα,βEα+β α + β ∈ ∆
0 α + β /∈ ∆.
(1)
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where ∆ is the root system of g, Hek , k = 1, ..., r (r = rank g) is the basis of the Cartan
subalgebra h of g and Eα are the remaining elements of the Cartan-Weyl basis associated to
each root α ∈ ∆. Here and below ek, α are vectors in an r-dimensional Euclidean space4,
associated to the Cartan elements Hek , Hα correspondingly. The Euclidean inner product is
denoted by (·, ·). The quantities Nα,β have various properties such as obviously Nβ,α = −Nα,β ,
see [5, 27]. The Killing form provides a metric on g and is defined as
〈X, Y 〉 = tr(adXadY )
where adX , adY are the elements X, Y ∈ g taken in the adjoint representation. Since g is
simple, the Killing form is proportional to the trace taken in any irreducible representation
(say the fundamental representation),
〈X, Y 〉 = K tr(XY )
for some constant K. Indeed, there is a homomorphism between the two representations and
since the adjoint representation is irreducible when g is simple then the homomorphism is




α , 〈E−α, Eβ〉 = δαβ ,
where δ is the Kronecker’s symbol. On the other hand
〈Eα, Eβ〉 = δα+β,0 (2)
and it is useful to introduce a metric tensor on g/h
gα,β = 〈Eα, Eβ〉 = δα,−β, α, β ∈ ∆. (3)
We recall also that if α is a root, then −α is also a root of g. Thus the root system can be
split into sets of positive and negative roots ∆ = ∆+ ∪∆−. The canonical way of introducing
the root systems for all simple Lie algebras is well known [32].
2.2 Hermitian Symmetric spaces
The symmetric spaces are associated to a Cartan involution acting on the corresponding Lie
group elements. This involution has an induced action ϕ on g such that
g(0) ≡ {X ∈ g | ϕ(X) = X} (4)
g(1) ≡ {X ∈ g | ϕ(X) = −X} (5)
This way the Cartan involution (the automorphism ϕ) introduces a Z2-grading on g, i.e.
g = g(0) ⊕ g(1) (6)
such that
[g(0), g(0)] ⊂ g(0) , [g(0), g(1)] ⊂ g(1) , [g(1), g(1)] ⊂ g(0) . (7)
4For the algebras of type Ar such as sl(r + 1,C), su(r + 1,C) which are of rank r, the Euclidean root
space is (r+1)-dimensional, while the root system spans the r-dimensional hyperplane orthogonal to the vector
e1 + e2 + · · ·+ er+1.
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In addition, g(0) is a subalgebra of g. Denoting by K and G the Lie groups, associated to
g(0) and g correspondingly, the linear subspace g(1) is identified with the tangent space of G/K,
which is used as a notation for the corresponding symmetric space.
The Hermitian symmetric spaces are a special class of symmetric spaces for which the Cartan
involution ϕ is related to a special element J ∈ h such that
(i) The Lie sub-algebra g(0) is







(1) is the vector space complement of g(0) in g.
(ii) The root system ∆ could be decomposed into two sets, such that α(J) ≡ ~α · ~J takes integer
values 0 or ±a, (a > 0) for all α ∈ ∆ on each set:
∆ = ∆0 ∪∆1, ∆0 ≡ {α ∈ ∆ such that α(J) = 0}, (9)
∆1 = ∆
+
1 ∪∆−1 , ∆±1 ≡ {α ∈ ∆1 such that α(J) = ±a, a > 0 }. (10)
Note that
[J, Eα] = α(J)Eα = ±aEα, α ∈ ∆±1 (11)
and a > 0 is a constant for the selected Hermitian symmetric space.
(iii) [Eα, Eβ] = 0 if both α, β ∈ ∆+1 or α, β ∈ ∆−1 , this follows from (ii).
The classification of the irreducible symmetric spaces and the subclass of irreducible
Hermitian symmetric spaces is provided for example in [32].
We need the following quantities
Rα,β,γ,δ = 〈[Eα, Eβ], [Eγ , Eδ]〉.
By its definition it has all the symmetries of the Riemann tensor. With the definition of the








Let us suppose that Eα are taken in a matrix representation where all their matrix entries
are real. Then we have the following properties:
1. Rα,β,γ,δ = R−α,−β,−γ,−δ. It follows from the properties of the trace:
Rα,β,γ,δ = K tr([Eα, Eβ][Eγ , Eδ]) = K tr([Eα, Eβ]
T [Eγ , Eδ]
T ) = K tr([E−α, E−β][E−γ , E−δ]).
2. Suppose that α, β, γ, δ ∈ ∆+1 . Then
R−α,γ,−β,δ = R−α,δ,−β,γ. (12)
Proof: Using the properties of the trace after expanding the commutators, we have
R−α,γ,−β,δ − R−α,δ,−β,γ = K tr([E−α, Eγ][E−β, Eδ])−K tr([E−α, Eδ][E−β , Eγ])
= K tr([E−α, E−β][Eγ , Eδ]) = 0
since both commutators in the last expression are zero, due to property (iii) above.
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2.3 Generic form of Lax representations
Here we outline the generic form of Lax representations which are polynomial in the spectral
parameter λ and are compatible with the structure of the symmetric space G/K.
The simplest nontrivial classes of such Lax operators were introduced by Fordy and Kulish




+ (Q(x, t)− λJ)ψ(x, t, λ) = 0 (13)
and generates the class of multicomponent NLS equations. This case has been very well studied,




+ (λQ(x, t)− λ2J)ψ(x, t, λ) = 0 (14)
generates the class of multicomponent derivative NLS equations. The Lax operators generating
the class of GI equations [20, 21] and the class of Chen-Lie-Liu equations [7] are related to (14)
by simple gauge transformations.
In both cases the gauge is fixed by choosing the leading term in λ to be constant diagonal
matrix J which determines the Cartan involution. Next, the potential Q(x, t) = [J, Q̃(x, t)],







Thus Q(x, t) ∈ g(1) in fact determines the local coordinates in the tangent space of G/K. The
coefficients qα and pα can be evaluated by using the Killing form:
qα(x, t) = 〈Q(x, t)E−α〉, pα(x, t) = 〈Q(x, t)Eα〉. (16)
In what follows we assume that qα and pα are smooth functions of x and t tending to 0 for
|x| → ∞.
3 Fokas-Lenells equation on Hermitian symmetric spaces
The Fokas-Lenells equations are associated to the so-called negative flows and the following Lax
pair
iΨx + (λQx − λ2J)Ψ = 0,
iΨt +
(
λQx + V0 + λ

















From the compatibility condition (iΨx)t − (iΨt)x = 0 and the requirement that it should be
satisfied identically for any value of the spectral parameter λ we obtain the following equations
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as coefficients in the expansion of the compatibility condition in powers of λ :

















































































δpβ [E−γ, [Eδ, E−β]] = 0.
(21)
Using pairing with the Killing form, 〈E−α, · 〉 for the first equation and 〈Eα, · 〉 for the
second one we have:







δpβ〈E−α, [Eγ, [Eδ, E−β]]〉 = 0,







δpβ〈Eα, [E−γ, [Eδ, E−β]]〉 = 0.
(22)
From the properties of the Killing form, which follow from the properties of the trace, we
obtain
Rαγ,δ,−β = 〈E−α, [Eγ, [Eδ, E−β]]〉 = 〈[E−α, Eγ], [Eδ, E−β]〉.
Then we have


























µ, ν are some arbitrary (complex) constants. Without loss of generality we can assume µ =




















γ − ivγx)uδvβ = 0.
(25)
The problem of reductions is an essential one in the theory of integrable systems. The
reductions are associated by the action of a finite group of symmetries, known as Mikhailov’s
reduction group, [45]. Here we point out to the following reductions, noting that there are
other possible reductions, such as those discussed in Section 6.
R1: pα = ±q̄α, giving vα = ±ūα. Since R−α−γ,−δ,β = Rαγ,δ,−β, the equation is
iuαt + u
α








δūβ = 0. (26)
When the Cartan-Weyl basis is represented with real matrices, then it is not difficult to check
that this equation is CPT - invariant, in a sense that it is invariant under the transformation
uα(x, t) → ūα(−x,−t).
R2: Reduction leading to a nonlocal equation is possible by taking vα(x, t) = ±ūα(−x,−t)
iuαt (x, t) + u
α







γ(x, t) + iuγx(x, t))u
δ(x, t)ūβ(−x,−t) = 0.
(27)
The reflections of the time and space variables can be included as elements of the reduction
group as well, [49, 18].
4 Bi-Hamiltonian formulation
Let us introduce for convenience the variables mα = uα + iuαx and n
α = vα − ivαx . Then the


































One can write H1 in a covariant form using the metric tensor (3) and summation convention













We will however use the explicit summation as well when more practical. The integration is





















































































Here the Hamiltonian structure Dαβ coincides with the one from [2] and generalizes the Hamil-
tonian structure D from [38]. The second Hamiltonian structure is proportional to the Hamil-







































































With integration by parts and relabeling of the summation indices, using also the properties of
the quantities R∗,∗,∗,∗ one can verify that I = −I which implies I = 0.
The functional derivatives (33) contain two terms with R∗,∗,∗,∗ and the property (12) plus
relabeling can be used to demonstrate that they are equal.







We point out that throughout the reduction procedures R1 and R2 the Hamiltonian structures
and the Hamiltonians do not degenerate.
5 Examples of multi-component Fokas-Lenells equations
We describe in details the multi-component Fokas-Lenells equations related to each of the four
classes of Hermitian symmetric spaces: A.III, BD.I, C.I and D.III.
5.1 A.III, SU(n+ 1)/S(U(1)× U(n))
In this and next subsections we will consider SU(n+m)/S(U(m)⊗U(n)). It is well known that
the set of positive roots of the algebra su(n+m) is given by ∆+ ≡ {ej−ek, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n+m}
[32]. We start with the special case m = 1. The root subsystems are:
∆+0 = {ek − ej , 2 ≤ k < j ≤ n+ 1}, ∆+1 = {e1 − ej , 2 ≤ j ≤ n+ 1}. (37)
where ei are orthonormal basis vectors in n + 1 dimensional Euclidean space with the usual
scalar product.




(ne1 − e2 − e3 − . . .− en+1).
It is easy to see that all roots α ∈ ∆+0 satisfy (α, ~J) = 0, while all roots β ∈ ∆+1 satisfy
(β, ~J) = 1, hence a = 1.
The corresponding Cartan-Weyl generators are (with the convention (Ei,j)i′,j′ = δi,i′δj,j′
where δij is the Kronecker delta)
Eα ≡ Eek−ej = Ek,j, E−α = Ej,k, Hα = Ekk − Ejj. (38)
The Killing form is given by 〈X, Y 〉 = tr(XY ). Assuming now αk = e1 − ek+1 we evaluate
[E−αk , Eαl] = Ek+1,l+1 − E11δkl
which implies
Rαkαl,αr ,−αs = −(δlkδrs + δkrδls), R
−αk
−αl,αr,−αs
= δlkδrs + δlrδks.
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We adopt further the notation qαk ≡ qk, pαk ≡ pk, uαk ≡ uk, vαk ≡ vk, k = 1, . . . , n. Hence, one
can consider a vector notations ~q = (q1, . . . , qn)T etc. The matrices J,Q are (n + 1)× (n + 1)















From (23) we obtain the equations
i(~qxt − ~qxx − ~q) + 2~qx +
(
(~p · ~q)~qx + (~p · ~qx)~q
)
= 0,
i(~pxt − ~pxx − ~p)− 2~px −
(




which can be written in terms of ~u and ~v according to (25):
i~ut + ~uxx − ~uxt +
(
2(~u · ~v)~u+ (~u · ~v)i~ux + i(~ux · ~v)~u
)
= 0,
−i~vt + ~vxx − ~vxt +
(




Introducing ~m = ~u+ i~ux, ~n = ~v − i~vx, the first Hamiltonian is
H1 = i
∫
~ux · ~n dx = −i
∫
~vx · ~mdx, (42)










−(mk∂−1x ms +ms∂−1x mk) (∂x + ~m · ∂−1x ~n)δks +mk∂−1x ns

















~u · ~vxx + (~n · ~u)(~u · ~v)
)
dx,
the corresponding Hamiltonian structure is obvious from (32) after replacement of the indices
α → k, β → s.
The two reductions of (41) are:
R1. Using Hermitian conjugation (†) and matrix notations for the scalar products and bold
face for the (complex-valued) vector-columns we have (26) in the form
iut + uxx − uxt ±
(




This equation is equivalent to (82) of [29] after a change of variables, indicated in [29].
R2: Equation (27) in this case is
iut + uxx − uxt ±
(




where u = u(x, t) and ũ = ū(−x,−t).
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5.2 A.III symmetric spaces SU(m+ n)/S(U(m)× U(n))
In order to describe the local coordinates of this symmetric space g(1), cf. (6), we need the
structure of the algebra su(m+n) and its subalgebras su(m)⊕ su(n). In what follows we split
the set of indices K ≡ {1, 2, . . . , m+n} into two subsets: K = K1∪K2 where K1 ≡ {1, 2, . . . , m}
and K2 ≡ {m + 1, m+ 2, . . . , m + n}. Also we denote by a, b, c the indices with values in K1,
by j, k, l - the indices taking values in K2 and the indices s, v take values in K.
With these notation the set of positive roots of su(m+ n), su(m)⊕ su(n) is:
∆+0 ≡ {ea − eb, a < b} ∪ {ej − ek, j < k}, ∆+1 ≡ {ea − ej}. (45)
In fact, the algebra g ≡ su(m+ n) acquires Z2 grading: g ≡ g(0) ⊕ g(1), where g(0) = s(u(m)⊕
u(n)) and the linear space g(1) will be described below. The Cartan-Weyl basis of g is given in








































α(J0) = ( ~J0, α) = 0, α ∈ ∆0, β(J0) = ( ~J0, β) = 1, β ∈ ∆+1 , a = 1. (48)
We are using notations in which the typical representation of su(m + n) is a set of (m +
n)× (m+ n) matrices with an obvious block-matrix structure: g(0) ≡ s(u(m)⊕u(n)) i.e. g(0)













With J and Q taken as matrices in the form













following (19) we obtain











as well as the equations in block-matrix form
i (qxt − qxx + q) + 2qx + (qxpq + qpqx) = 0,
i (pxt − pxx + p)− 2px − (pxqp+ pqpx) = 0.
(52)
Introducing new matrices u, v such that
q = e−ixu, p = eixv
11
we represent the equations (52) in the form
iut − uxt + uxx + (u+ iux)vu+ uv(u+ iux) =0,
−ivt − vxt + vxx + (v − ivx)uv + vu(v − ivx) =0.
(53)













































































































(tr(uvxx) + tr(nuvu)) dx. (58)




























































5The use of the letter U here should not be confused with its use in the other contexts.
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The first reduction involves Hermitian conjugation v = ±u†, the equations (53) reduce to
iut − uxt + uxx ± (2uu†u+ iuxu†u+ iuu†ux) = 0. (63)
The second reduction v(x, t) = ±u†(−x,−t), leads to the following nonlocal equation
iut − uxt + uxx ± (2uũu+ iuxũu+ iuũux) = 0, (64)
where ũ = u†(−x,−t).
5.3 BD.I symmetric space SO(2n+ 1)/(SO(2n− 1)× SO(2))
We are using the following matrix realization of the typical representation of the Lie algebra












 , k̄ = 2n+ 2− k, S−1 = S, (65)
the so(2n+ 1) algebra is the set of all (2n+ 1)× (2n+ 1) matrices X , which satisfy
X + SXTS−1 = 0.
With this definition the generators of the Cartan subalgebra Hep are diagonal, see eq. (67)
below.
The element, that corresponds to J in the root space is ~J = e1, (and J = He1). The
corresponding subsets ∆+0 and ∆
+
1 of the root system are
∆+0 = {ek − ej , ek + ej , 2ek 2 ≤ k < j ≤ n}, ∆+1 = {e1 − ek, e1 + ek, e1 2 ≤ k ≤ n}.
(66)
All roots α ∈ ∆+0 satisfy (α, ~J) = 0, while all roots β ∈ ∆+1 satisfy (β, ~J) = 1, therefore in
this case a = 1. Now ∆+1 contains 2n − 1 positive roots. The Cartan-Weyl generators can be
represented in the form
Eek−ej = Ekj − (−1)k+jEj̄,k̄, Eek+ej = Ek,j̄ − (−1)k+jEj,k̄,
Eek = Ek,n+1 + (−1)n+kEn+1,k̄, Hek = Ek,k − Ek̄,k̄,
(67)
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and in addition E−α = E
T
α . The Killing form is given by
〈X, Y 〉 = 1
2
tr(XY )
and on the Cartan-Weyl generators in their representation (67) satisfies (2).
The vectors of the root subspace ∆+1 could be labeled as follows: αk = e1−ek, k = 2, 3, . . . , n
(i.e. n−1 roots of this type); αn+1 = e1 and αk̄ = e1+ ek, k = 2, 3, . . . , n and k̄ = 2n+2−k as
before. Note that n + 1 = n+ 1, i.e. there are 2n− 1 positive roots. Moreover a = ( ~J, αk) = 1
for all k = 2, . . . , 2n. We evaluate
[E−αk , Eαl ] = Ekl − (−1)k+lEl̄,k̄ + (E1̄1̄ −E11)δkl
allowing us to obtain
Rαkαl,αm,−αs = (−1)
m+sδks̄δlm̄ − δkmδls − δklδsm
and similarly
R−αk−αl,αm,−αs = δklδsm + δlmδks − (−1)
k+lδk̄mδl̄s.
We adopt the notation: qαk ≡ qk, pαk ≡ pk, uαk ≡ uk, vαk ≡ vk, k = 2, . . . , 2n. Hence, one can
introduce vector notations ~q = (q2, . . . , q2n)T , a 2n− 1 component vector etc.






0 ~pT s0 0















(−1)kEkk̄, k̄ = 2n + 2− k. (69)
The equations arising from (23) are
i(~qxt − ~qxx − ~q) + 2~qx +
(
(~p · ~q)~qx + (~p · ~qx)~q − (~q · s0~qx)s0~p
)
= 0,
i(~pxt − ~pxx − ~p)− 2~px −
(




where the scalar product is ~p · ~q =∑2nk=2 pkqk.
The equations (25) in this case are
i~ut + ~uxx − ~uxt +
(
(~u · ~v)(~u+ i~ux) + (~v · ~u)~u+ i(~v · ~ux)~u− (~u · s0~u)s0~v − i(~u · s0~ux)s0~v
)
= 0,
−i~vt + ~vxx − ~vxt +
(




In terms of ~m = ~u+ i~ux, ~n = ~v − i~vx, the first and the second Hamiltonians are
H1 = i
∫
~ux · ~n dx = −i
∫
~vx · ~mdx, (72)
H2 = −
∫ (




















The reductions in this case are:
R1. The reduction (26) for the complex-valued vector-column u gives
iut + uxx − uxt ±
(
(u†u)iux + 2(u
†u)u+ i(u†ux)u− (uT s0u)s0ū− i(uT s0ux)s0ū
)
= 0 (75)
R2: The second reduction (27) leads to the nonlocal version of the equation
iut + uxx − uxt ±
(
(ũTu)iux + 2(ũ
Tu)u+ i(ũTux)u− (uT s0u)s0ũ− i(uT s0ux)s0ũ
)
= 0 (76)
where u = u(x, t) and ũ = ū(−x,−t).
5.4 C.I symmetric space SP (2n)/SU(n)
The sp(2n) algebra may be represented as the set of all 2n× 2n matrices Y , which satisfy
Y + S1Y
TS−11 = 0,





(−1)k+1Ekk̄, k̄ = 2n+ 1− k, S−11 = −S1. (77)






, s21 = −s−112 = (−1)ns12 (78)
where sij are square n× n matrices.
The choice of Cartan involution in this case is related to ~J = 1
2
∑n
s=1 es. The corresponding
subsets ∆+0 and ∆
+
1 of the root system are
∆+0 = {ek − ej, 1 ≤ k < j ≤ n}, ∆+1 = {ek + ej, 1 ≤ k < j ≤ n, 2ek, 1 ≤ k ≤ n}.
(79)
Thus ∆+1 contains n(n+1)/2 positive roots. The roots α ∈ ∆+0 satisfy (α, ~J) = 0, while all roots
β ∈ ∆+1 satisfy (β, ~J) = 1, therefore a = 1. The Cartan-Weyl generators can be represented in
the form
Eek−ej = Ekj − (−1)k+jEj̄,k̄, Eek+ej = Ek,j̄ + (−1)k+jEj,k̄,
E2ek =
√
2Ek,k̄, Hek = Ek,k − Ek̄,k̄,
(80)
where k̄ = 2k + 1− k and in addition E−α = ETα . The Killing form is given by














of the symmetric space has the following block-off-diagonal form with p, q being square n× n
matrices satisfying
q + s12q
Ts−112 = 0, p+ s21p
Ts−121 = 0. (83)
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In other words, the components of the matrices p and q are not independent, they have n(n+
1)/2 independent components, one for each root vector α ∈ ∆+1 .
For n = 2 for example, each of the blocks q and p is parametrized by 3 matrix elements as
















Only in this case SP (4)/SU(2) is equivalent to BD.I type symmetric space SO(5)/(SO(3)×
SO(2)) which is parametrized by a 3-component vector.






































The system of arising equations for the matrices p and q is formally the same as (52). The
number of indepedent components of each matrix however is now n(n + 1)/2, see for example
(84), (85). Noting that the Killing form is now given by (81), q = e−ixu, p = eixv,m = u+iux


















(tr(uvxx) + tr(nuvu)) dx. (88)
The first reduction with the Hermitian conjugation p = ±q†, and the second nonlocal reduction
reduction p(x, t) = ±q†(−x,−t) could be imposed on the equations. Further reductions are
discussed in subsection 6.3.
5.5 D.III symmetric space SO∗(2n)/U(n)
The so(2n) algebras are not isomorphic to any other simple Lie algebra only for n ≥ 4. They
may be understood as the set of all 2n× 2n matrices Y , which satisfy
Y + S2Y
TS−12 = 0,
where S2 is the 2n × 2n matrix. The explicit expressions for S2 for even n = 2p and odd













































where k̄ = 2n + 1 − k and k = n + 1 − k. Obviously S−12 = S2 for all values of n, while
s−12 = (−1)n+1s2.
The choice of Cartan involution in this case is related to ~J = 1
2
∑n
s=1 es. The corresponding
subsets ∆+0 and ∆
+
1 of the root system are
∆+0 = {ek − ej , 1 ≤ k < j ≤ n}, ∆+1 = {ek + ej , 1 ≤ k < j ≤ n}. (90)
Again, for α ∈ ∆+0 we have (α, ~J) = 0, while for β ∈ ∆+1 we have (β, ~J) = 1 and a = 1. Thus
∆+1 contains n(n− 1)/2 positive roots. The Cartan-Weyl generators can be represented in the
form
Eek−ej = Ekj − (−1)k+jEj̄,k̄, Eek+ej = Ek,j̄ − (−1)k+jEj,k̄,
Hek = Ek,k − Ek̄,k̄, E−α = ETα .
(91)
where k̄ = 2n + 1 − k. The Killing form is again 〈X, Y 〉 = 1
2












defining the local coordinates of the symmetric space has the above block-off-diagonal form
with p, q being square n× n matrices satisfying (for both even and odd n)
q + s2q
Ts2 = 0, p+ s2p
Ts2 = 0. (93)
In other words, the components of the matrices p and q are not independent, they have n(n−
1)/2 independent components, one for each root vector α ∈ ∆+1 .







q14 q13 q12 0
q24 q23 0 q12
q34 0 q23 −q13










p14 p24 p34 0
p13 p23 0 p34
p12 0 p23 −p24















and the arising matrix equations also are in the form (52), (53) (63), (64). However, one has
to keep in mind that n ≥ 4 and p and q in this case have the structure as in (94) which is
totally different from the structures already mentioned before. Further reductions are discussed
in subsection 6.4, see also [36, 25].
6 Reductions in a general form for the multicomponent
FL equations
In this Section we describe systematically the possible reductions of the multi-component FL
equations derived previously. To this end we apply Mikhailov’s reduction group method [45]
to the multi-component FL Lax representations written in the following general form:
L ≡ i ∂
∂x
+ U(x, t, λ), M ≡ i ∂
∂t
+ V (x, t, λ), (96)
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where U(x, t, λ) and V (x, t, λ) are given in (17).
Mikhailov’s reduction groupGR is a finite group which preserves the Lax representation (96),
i.e. it ensures that the reduction constraints are automatically compatible with the evolution,
defined by [L,M ] = 0. GR must have two realizations: i) GR ⊂ Aut g and ii) GR ⊂ Conf C,
i.e. as conformal mappings of the complex λ-plane. To each gk ∈ GR we relate a reduction
condition for the Lax pair as follows [45]:
Ck(L(Γk(λ))) = ηkL(λ), Ck(M(Γk(λ))) = ηkM(λ), (97)
where Ck ∈ Aut g and Γk(λ) ∈ ConfC are the images of gk and ηk = 1 or −1 depending on the
choice of Ck. Since GR is a finite group then for each gk there exist an integer Nk such that
gNkk = 11. In all the cases below Nk = 2 and the reduction group is isomorphic to Z2.
More specifically the automorphisms Ck, k = 1, . . . , 4 listed above lead to the following
reductions for the matrix-valued functions U(x, t, λ) and V (x, t, λ) of the Lax representation:
a) C1(U
†(κ1(λ))) = U(λ), C1(V
†(κ1(λ))) = V (λ), (98)
b) C2(U
T (κ2(λ))) = −U(λ), C2(V T (κ2(λ))) = −V (λ), (99)
c) C3(Ū(κ1(λ))) = −U(λ), C3(V̄ (κ1(λ))) = −V (λ), (100)
d) C4(U(κ2(λ))) = U(λ), C4(V (κ2(λ))) = V (λ), (101)
Below we list only a few of the simplest Mikhailov type reductions. For more general
reductions see [25, 36, 23, 15].
6.1 Symmetric spaces of A.III type SU(n+m)/S(U(n)× U(m)).














where a1 and b1 are m ×m and n × n constant invertible matrices, q is m × n and p is
n×m. Then the reduction conditions become
A1JA
−1
1 = J, κ1A1Q
†A−11 = Q, κ
2
1 = 1, (103)
i.e.
p = κ1b1q
†a−11 , q = κ1a1p
†b−11 , a1 = a
†
1, b1 = b
†
1. (104)
In particular, in the case of interest (41) m = 1 and we a1 is just a constant scalar
which could be scaled out to a1 = 1 for the sake of simplicity. Then p = ±b1q† and
therefore v = ±b1u† where b1 is a constant Hermitian matrix. The reduced equation for
the complex-valued vector u acquires the form
iut + uxx − uxt ±
(
2(u · b1u†)u+ (u · b1u†)iux + i(ux · b1u†)u
)
= 0.
The other two possibilities are not related to the vector-valued FL type equations, but
rather to matrix-valued equations, since these reductions require n = m, in other words
p and q are n× n matrix blocks:
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and a2 is n× n invertible matrix. Then the reduction conditions become
A2JA
−1
2 = −J, κ2A2QTA−12 = −Q, κ22 = 1, (106)
i.e.
q = −κ2a2qTa2, p = −κ2a−12 pTa−12 . (107)
Note that p and q are not related between themselves.









where a3 is n× n invertible matrix. Then the reduction conditions become
A3JA
−1
3 = −J, κ1A3Q̄A−13 = −Q, κ21 = 1, (109)
i.e.
q = −κ1a3p̄a3, p = −κ1a−13 q̄a−13 , a3 = ā3. (110)
6.2 Symmetric spaces of BD.I type SO(2n+ 1)/(SO(2)× SO(2n− 1)).
We consider the simplest nontrivial realization of this symmetric space SO(2n+ 1)/(SO(2)×






0 pT s0 0









where p and q are 2n− 1-dimensional complex-valued vector-columns.
Reduction a). Let C1(U) = D1UD
−1









where c1 ∈ SO(2n− 1), i.e. s0c1s0 = c−11 . Then the reduction conditions become
D1JD
−1
1 = J, κ1D1Q
†D−11 = Q, κ
2
1 = 1, (113)
i.e.
p = κ1c1q̄, q = κ1s0c1s0p̄. (114)
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Reduction b). Let us define C3(U) = D3UD
−1









where a3 is n× n invertible matrix. Then the reduction conditions become
D3JD
−1
3 = −J, κ1D3Q̄D−13 = −Q, κ21 = 1, (116)
i.e.
q = −κ1s0a3p̄, p = −κ1a3s0q̄, s0aT3 s0 = a−13 . (117)
6.3 Symmetric spaces of C.I type SP (2n)/SU(n)













, s21 = −s−112 = (−1)ns12
(118)
where p and q are square n × n matrices and q + s12qTs−112 = 0, p + s12pTs−112 = 0. The
reductions below put additional conditions on q and p.








∈ SP (2n), (119)
where a1 and b1 are n× n invertible matrices. Then the reduction conditions become
B1JB
−1
1 = J, κ1B1Q
†B−11 = Q, κ
2
1 = 1, (120)
i.e.
p = κ1b1q
†a−11 , q = κ1a1p
†b−11 , a1 = a
†
1, b1 = b
†
1. (121)
We remind that the inner automorphisms of the algebra are always similarity transfor-
mations by element of the corresponding group. Note that the condition B1 ∈ SP (2n)




Reduction b) Let us define C3(U) = B3UB
−1






= B−13 , (122)
where a3 is n× n invertible matrix. Then the reduction conditions become
B3JB
−1
3 = −J, κ1B3Q̄B−13 = −Q, κ21 = 1, (123)
i.e.
q = −κ1a3p̄a3, p = −κ1a−13 q̄a−13 , a3 = ā3. (124)
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6.4 Symmetric spaces of D.III type SO∗(2n)/U(n)







TS2 = 0. (125)
where p and q are square n × n matrices and S2 is defined in eq. (89). The reductions below
put additional conditions on q and p, see also [36, 25].
Reduction a). Let us define C1(U) = D4UD
−1







In addition a4 and b4 are n×n invertible matrices. Then the reduction conditions become
D4JD
−1
4 = J, κ1D4Q
†D−14 = Q, κ
2
1 = 1, (127)
i.e.
p = κ1b4q
†a−14 , q = κ1a4p
†b−14 , a4 = a
†
4, b4 = b
†
4. (128)
Reduction b). Let us define C1(U) = D5UD
−1







In addition a5 is n× n invertible matrix. Then the reduction conditions become
D5JD
−1
5 = −J, κ1D5Q̄D−15 = −Q, κ21 = 1, (130)
i.e.
p = −κ1a−15 q̄a−15 , q = −κ1a5p̄a5, a5 = ā5. (131)
7 Conclusions and discussion
In conclusion, we obtained integrable systems of coupled equations associated to each irreducible
Hermitian symmetric space. We have given illustrative examples with the ”classical” series
and their reductions. Further examples will be provided in future publications. The spectral
theory, the Riemann-Hilbert approach for the underlying spectral problem, the study of the
boundary value problems with the methods of the inverse scattering (see for example the review
article [46] and the references therein) are all challenging tasks, which remain to be addressed.
Another large area concerns the possible physical applications of the multi-component FL type
equations. The physical models leading to such equations are not rare and here we provide only
some indications in this direction. The Schrödinger equation for Hamiltonians describing the
dynamics of double-stranded DNA reduce to an equation that belongs to the following wider
class of equations for the 3-dimensional complex vector q [47]
iqt + µ1qxx + µ2(q




xq)q] = 0 (132)
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where µk (k = 1, . . . , 6) are constants related to the physical paramaters of the system (in
general time-dependent, but here for simplicity we assume that they are constant) and ε is a
”small-scale” parameter; (q†q) =
∑3
k=1 |qk|2 is a scalar product. The variable change
q = u− iεux
and the special choice of the parameters µ4 = µ5 =
1
2
µ2µ3, µ6 = −µ2µ3 leads to the equation










after neglecting all terms with ε2.









leads to (133) as well. The proper discovery of the role of the FL equations in this area of course
requires a lot of further efforts. We indicate also two other possible directions, and these are the
settings where normally models of coupled multi-component NLS - type equations arise: in the
studies of several layers of fluids, see for example [1] and the Spinor-Bose-Einstein condensates,
[24, 33].
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